
Live Smarter. A versatile door security solution.



Keyless entry for your home

Together they protect the things that are important to you. 

When closing the door, all six 

locking points automatically 

secure the door tightly to the 

frame and for easy smooth 

egress without a key, simply 

use the internal thumbturn.

A complete door security solution that blends 

a smarter door handle auto secure multi-point locking and security cylinder

Security
built-in whole 

door protection

Privacy
full user 

controlled access

Convenience
everyday 

keyless access

Versatile
access to suit 
your lifestyle

Securing Britain's homes for generations 

ERA has been at the heart of British lock 

making for over 180 years. That knowledge, 

experience and expertise in securing homes 

across Britain, drives our product innovation 

forward for a new generation of homeowners.  

Fitted to your new door, the ERA TouchKey 

combines our love of mechanical security with 

world-renowned smarter technology, offering 

a new way to access your home without 

needing a key.

Technology
multi-layered
authentication



With built-in security protection 

Users have full permission to control and monitor 

access and track activity

We use Bluetooth to communicate with your 

smartphone, rather than relying on a WiFi or data 

connection

All data is stored on a compliant UK ERA-owned 

data server

Ekeys are created securely on ERA’s cloud platform 

creating a two-factor security authentication

TouchKey’s communication module can be updated 

to ensure you handle follows smart technologies as 

they emerge

Timely push notifications alert you when batteries 

are running low

Your home, your choice

To enter your property from the outside, TouchKey offers you choice and convenience 

twinned with the highest security protection.

Grant instant access without a key. 

Store up to 50 fingerprints, each named 

within the smart app. Self-learning 

technology adapts to the changing 

characteristics of each fingerprint over 

time to build robust identification. 

3D Advanced
Fingerprint
Technology

Single touch unlock with the ERA smart 

home app. Integrate TouchKey with an 

ERA smart alarm to remotely unlock 

your door via the alarm hub*. Assign 

digital ekeys to your trusted friends and 

family or grant times access for visitors 

and revoke as required.

Smart Home 
App

Auto unlock your door based on the

proximity of your smartphone to your 

door. With a trusted digital ekey and 

geolocation technology, you can 

access your property without taking 

the smartphone out of your pocket.

Bluetooth

For ultimate peace of mind, we also 

provide a physical key override.

Key Override

Our smart technology, data storage and 

security have been independently tested and 

accredited so you can safely make an informed 

decision about the security of your home. 

Simple command using voice 

recognition will unlock your door 

as you approach.Voice Unlock 

KM 778494



For a holistic approach to home security and 

monitoring, TouchKey can also work seamlessly 

alongside ERA’s wider smart home products. 

Continue building your ERA home security system at 

eratouchkey.com or call 0345 646 1487

Get more from TouchKey

Fully modular, you can add smart window/ door sensors, 

alarm hub, outdoor and indoor cameras, video doorbell and 

external sirens, at any time to build your security as you go. 

Bluetooth Version

Smart Home App

Fingerprint Sensor

Power Supply 

Operating Temperature

Android and Apple devices supported using the current 
operating system version, and the previous version*

508dpi (maximum fingerprint capacity – 50)

Battery CR123A x 4PCS

-20°C — +50°C

5.0

Useful Information

*Requires additional Communications Module (technology available soon) and a separate ERA Smart Hub for remote unlocking 
**Please check with your smartphone provider for details on the current and previous operating system.


